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From:    ____________________________________________________________________ 

          RANK     LAST NAME,       FIRST NAME,       MI             EDIPI/MOS 

 
To:    Career Planner, Marine Corps Individual Reserve Support Activity,  
       Force Headquarters Group, Marine Forces Reserve 

Subj:  INDIVIDUAL MOBILIZATION AUGMENTEE RETENTION STATEMENT OF UNDERSTANDING (SOU)  

Ref:  (a) MARADMIN 436/11 
(b) MCO P1001R.1L 
(c) DoD Directive 1235.13  

 
1.  ENLISTED MARINES: I understand that seeking retention as an Individual Mobilization Augmentee 
(IMA) member will only affect my enlisted USMCR (Reserve) contract and does not affect my current 
assignment orders to the IMA program.  Extensions of IMA assignment tours do not equate to 
extensions of my enlisted USMCR contract.  I should refer to my IMA Operational Sponsor for 
questions pertaining to IMA assignment tour periods.____ INT 

 
2.  Future retention in the IMA will be based on the following, as applicable: 
 
 a. Per reference (a),(b), I understand that if I am not retirement eligible (have not 
attained 20 satisfactory years), I must maintain 50 retirement points each anniversary year to 
attain a satisfactory year towards retirement. _____ INT 
 
 b. OFFICERS ONLY: Per reference (c), I understand that once I have reached 20 satisfactory 
years (considered retirement eligible), I must maintain satisfactory years each anniversary 
year thereafter, to be maintained as an active participant in the USMCR. If I do not maintain 
satisfactory years, I may be asked to retire. _____INT 
 

c. Based on subparagraph a, that in my Marine Online Account (MOL), my Career Retirement 
Credit Record (CRCR) indicates certification date of; ___________________ and reflects ___ 
satisfactory years and ___unsatisfactory years. _____INT 
 

d. I understand that I will not be favorably endorsed for retention if I have more 
than two consecutive unsatisfactory years. _____INT 
 

e. I understand that any deviation from the above criteria may require a waiver from 
CMC, Headquarters Marine Corps._____INT 
 

f. I understand that at 45 days from my RECC, if my reenlistment package is not complete, 
there is a possibility of being released from my Marine Corps Contract.      INT 
 

g. I understand that at 15 days from my RECC, if I have not provided minimum requirements for 
extension of contract to the Marine Corps Individual Reserve Support Activity Career Planners I 
will start to work with a Prior Service Recruiter for completion of an Off Contract Accession 
should I desire to be re-affiliated with the Marine Corps/Marine Corps Reserve. _____INT 
 
3.  On this date,                  , I,                         , understand, accept, and 
agree to adhere to the criteria outlined above. 
 
 
 

________________ 
Marine Signature 


